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Lot: 1
1980 Lotus Elite two door saloon.
2.2 Litre, PFW 201V. Taxed
October 2011, tested April 2013.
The vehicle has covered 68000.
Complete with Registration
documents and two dossiers of
relative information.  
Estimate: £2,000.00 - £3,000.00

Lot: 2
A Chinese baluster hall vase
painted in polychrome enamels
with chrysanthemums and
blossom, underglaze six
character Kangxi mark to the
neck, 19.5''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 3
A large Chinese republic period
famille rose vase with globular
body and cylindrical neck,
decorated with a group of figures
under the shade of a willow tree.
Poem inscription verso printed
seal mark, 17.5''.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 4
An eighteenth century Chinese
pear shaped vase, turquoise
ground and decorated with
stylized blue flowers and
scrollwork, six character
Yongzheng mark under two
concentric rings, 15''.
Estimate: £500.00 - £800.00

Lot: 5
A Chinese Wucai high
shouldered baluster vase,
decorated with a phoenix and
Buddhistic lion in a garden
landscape, six character Wanli
mark, 6.5''.
Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00

Lot: 6
An eighteenth century Chinese
reticulated libation cup, painted in
underglaze blue with trellis
borders and with moulded lizard
formed handle, 3.5''.
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 7
A nineteenth century Chinese
Celadon dish decorated in famille
rose enamels with figures in an
outdoor setting, Daoguang seal
mark in blue, 10.25'' diameter.
Estimate: £80.00 - £140.00

Lot: 8
A Chinese Yaobian ware glazed
incense burner with twin loop
handles, 4.5'' wide.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 9
A pair of Chinese twin handled
censors, one with a dome cover,
painted in underglaze blue with
birds and flowers, tallest 4''.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 10
A nineteenth century Chinese jar,
decorated in polychrome
enamels with a trailing band of
stylized flowers and cranes in
flight, between yellow and
turquoise borders, six character
Guangxu mark, 4.5''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £180.00

Lot: 11
A twentieth century Japanese
Imari fluted bowl, painted with
alternating panels of stylized
flowers and trellis work, 7.5''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 12
An antique Chinese Meiping
vase, painted in underglaze blue
and copper red to depict a river
landscape with buildings, figures
and trees, 7.5''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £180.00
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Lot: 13
A nineteenth century Chinese
vase with twin elephant mask
hands and decorated in coloured
enamels with figures in an
outdoor setting, poem inscription
verso, 13''.
Estimate: £80.00 - £140.00

Lot: 14
A nineteenth century Chinese
famille rose jardiniere, decorated
with a continuing landscape
populated with figures, two
character marks, 1'' high.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 15
A small Japanese arita dish,
painted with chrysanthemums
and peonies under a reserved
trellis border, seal mark, along
with a contemporary carved
wood stand, 8.25'' diameter.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 16
A Chinese stoneware censor with
moulded twin mask handles and
decorated in green and red
glazes.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 17
A Chinese squat Yaobian ware
vase of apple form, 4''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 18
A Japanese Imari dish with lattice
work border and painted with
stylized flowers, 10'' diameter.
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 19
A Chinese vase with globular
body and flared neck ground in
lemon yellow, 6''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 20
A nineteenth century Chinese
baluster Doucai vase, painted
with two phoenix on cloud scrolls
over a band of stylized waves,
four character Kangxi mark, 9.5''.
Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 21
A large antique Chinese ovoid
vase with Gu shaped neck and
flanking beast handles,
decorated in Clair de Lune glaze,
four character mark Kangxi mark,
16'' high.
Estimate: £300.00 - £400.00

Lot: 22
An early twentieth century
Chinese Celadon hexagonal stick
stand, decorated in enamels with
blossoming branches, 24''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 23
A nineteenth century Chinese
bottle vase, decorated with a
sang de boeuf glaze and painted
with a seated oriental figure
amidst foliage, 14''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 24
A Chinese Gu shaped vase,
decorated in underglaze blue and
red enamel with an underwater
scene populated with carp, 8''.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00
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Lot: 25
A nineteenth century Chinese
Doucai bottle vase, decorated
with a pair of scrolling dragons
chasing a flaming pearl, 6
character Kangxi mark, 8''.
Estimate: £300.00 - £400.00

Lot: 26
An antique Chinese baluster
shaped vase, decorated in
crackled pale Celadon glaze, 6''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 27
A small twentieth century
Chinese blanc de chine figure of
Kuan Yin holding a lotus flower,
8''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 28
A provincial Ming Dynasty
Chinese ginger jar and cover,
painted in underglaze blue with
figures, two concentric rings to
the underside, 7.5''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 29
A Chinese stoneware Meiping
vase decorated in Yaobian
glazes Song Dynasty style, 8.5''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 30
A Japanese Meiji period large
Imari fluted bottle vase,
decorated with flowers, 19''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 31
A Chinese small cylindrical brush
pot, yellow ground and
enamelled with birds in
blossoming branches, Daoguang
seal mark, 5''.
Estimate: £80.00 - £140.00

Lot: 32
A Chinese squat bud vase,
decorated in mottled red and
green Yaobin glazes, underglaze
mark of two concentric rings, 5.5''
diameter.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 33
An antique Chinese pot of ovoid
form, decorated in mottled green
and red glazes, 3.25'' high.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 34
A Chinese Doucai bottle vase,
painted with a pair of phoenix
over cloud scrolls and with
Buddhistic symbols, four
character Kangxi mark, 8.5''.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 35
A Japanese famille vert style
charger, enamelled with figures
in an outdoor setting under a
border of chrysanthemums and
flowers, impressed seal and stilt
marks, 17.5'' diameter.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 36
A nineteenth century carved
mahogany weighted charger
stand, 12''.
Estimate: £10.00 - £180.00
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Lot: 37
A pair of Japanese baluster jars
with domed covers, gilded and
decorated in coloured enamels
with peonies and
chrysanthemums, character
marks, 11.5''.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 38
An eighteenth century Chinese
slop bowl, painted in underglaze
blue with alternating panels
containing figures and with a cell
border to the interior, 6.75''
diameter.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 39
An eighteenth century Chinese
export coffee cup, decorated in
the famille rose palette.
Estimate: £20.00 - £30.00

Lot: 40
A pair of Chinese lobbed rice
bowls with crackled glaze and
painted in underglaze blue with
children, incised character marks,
5.25''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 41
A Chinese bottle vase, pale blue
ground enamelled with stylized
flowers and landscapes in
reserves, four character mark.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 42
A very large nineteenth century
Chinese Celadon temple jar and
cover of baluster form and with
pate sur pate decoration
depicting birds in flight and
blossoming trees, 25''.
Estimate: £800.00 - £1,200.00

Lot: 43
A twentieth century Chinese twin
handled vase, decorated in the
famille vert palette with birds in
fruiting branches, 15''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 44
A pair of Japanese Meiji period
Satsuma high shouldered vases,
ground in cobalt blue and
enamelled with figures, character
marks, 12,5''.
Estimate: £80.00 - £140.00

Lot: 45
A Japanese Meiji period Imari
bottle vase painted with shaped
reserves over a cobalt blue
ground containing birds, figures
and flowers, 10''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 46
A Chinese bottle vase with twin
elephant mask handles and
decorated in underglaze blue,
four character Kangxi mark, 8''.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 47
A Chinese eighteenth century
dish, decorated in polychrome
enamels with a dragon and a
phoenix, 7'' diameter.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 48
A Japanese nineteenth century
Arita porcelain slop bowl,
decorated in underglaze blue
with mons and stylized leaves,
six character mark, 5.5'' diameter.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00
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Lot: 49
A Chinese Ming Dynasty pan
topped bowl, painted in
underglaze blue, 7'' diameter.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 49A
An antique Chinese high
shouldered vase, decorated in
Sang de Boeuf glaze, crackled to
the underside, 6.25''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 50
A pair of Chinese hexagonal
baluster mantle vases, yellow
ground and relief moulded with
dragons and Buddhistic scrolls,
8.25''.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 51
A twentieth century Japanese
Satsuma tablelamp base of
baluster form, heavily relief
moulded with a dragon above
crashing waves, 13''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 52
A large early twentieth century
Chinese baluster vase,
enamelled in the famille vert
palette with three cockerels,
peonies and blossom, four
character mark, 14''.
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 53
A Chinese bulbous shaped vase,
ground in turquoise, enamelled
with stylized flowers and a red
ribbon, Qianlong seal mark, 11''.
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 54
An antique Chinese hexagonal
baluster vase, decorated in sang
de boeuf glaze, 12''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 55
A Chinese high shouldered
Doucai vase, decorated with a
pair of phoenix over cloud scrolls,
six character mark, 9''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 56
An eighteenth century Chinese
slop bowl with lotus petal rim,
decorated in polychrome
enamels with circus figures, 5.5''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 57
Three Chinese armorial plates
with dry blue decoration,
depicting stags under stylized
borders, 9'' diameter.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 58
A Chinese republic period
eggshell porcelain bowl,
enamelled with birds and
peonies, seal mark, 4.75''
diameter.
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 59
An antique Chinese incense
burner, raised on scrolling feet
and painted in underglaze blue
with a continuing landscape
incorporating figures, 4'' diameter.
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00
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Lot: 60
A Japanese Imari quatrefoil
shaped dish, moulded with a carp
over a ground of painted stylized
panels, 12''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 61
A nineteenth century Chinese
dish, painted in underglaze blue
with stylized flowers square seal
mark, 7.25'' diameter.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 62
A Japanese Kutani tea pot with
metal swing handle, character
marks, 6''.
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 63
An eighteenth century Chinese
slop bowl, painted in polychrome
enamels with mandarin figures,
7.25'' diameter.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 64
A pair of early twentieth century
Japanese bottle vases,
enamelled with birds and
peonies, 9''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 65
A Chinese baluster shaped vase,
decorated in underglaze blue and
copper red with water lilies and
birds, Qianlong seal mark, 12.5''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 66
A Chinese high shouldered vase,
finely enamelled in the famille
vert palette with an amphibious
dragon and a crane above green
frothing waves, Qianlong seal
mark, 8.75''.
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 67
A pair of Japanese ovoid
Satsuma vases, raised on carved
wood plinths and decorated with
deities, character marks, 5''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 68
A Chinese Peking overlay glass
jar and cover, decorated in
amethyst with birds and flowers
over a clear ground, square seal
mark, 5''.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 69
An early twentieth century small
Chinese cast silver goblet,
decorated with a dragon, 4'', 148
grams.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 70
An antique Chinese altered jade
libation cup of archaistic form
with spout and raised over a plain
foot, carved in relief with a pair of
stylized mythical beasts, 2.5''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 71
A small pair of Cantonese carved
ivory bud vases, raised on
hardwood plinths, 3.5''
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00
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Lot: 72
A Japanese Meiji period small
bronze figure, formed as a
charging soldier holding a spear,
5''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 73
A Japanese Meiji period
hexagonal hiramaki lacquer box
and cover, decorated with a river
landscape and raised on bracket
feet, 5'' wide.
Estimate: £100.00 - £180.00

Lot: 74
A Chinese carved seaweed jade
tea bowl of plain form and with
everted rim, 4'' diameter.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 75
A Chinese carved rock crystal
figure formed as a Buddha
seated upon a mythical creature,
4''.
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 76
A Japanese Meiji period silver
jewel casket with lined interior
and deeply chased to depict
irises, hallmarks rubbed, 4.25''
wide.
Estimate: £300.00 - £400.00

Lot: 77
A pair of Japanese Meiji period
square baluster Satsuma mantle
vases, decorated with stylized
borders and panels of figures,
character marks, 10''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 78
A Chinese Qing Dynasty Yixing
tea pot of rectangular form and
moulded with figures and stylized
flowers, seal mark, 5''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 79
A Chinese imperial yellow glazed
small bowl with everted rim, six
character Kangxi mark and
period, 4.5'' diameter.
Estimate: £1,000.00 - £1,500.00

Lot: 80
A very rare Chinese Ming
Dynasty cinnabar lacquer bottle
vase, the ribbed neck with key
fret border is raised over a
compressed globular body,
deeply chased with four flowering
peonies, six character Yongle
mark and period collectors label,
5''. 
Estimate: £2,000.00 - £3,000.00

Lot: 81
An eighteenth century Chinese
bottle vase, decorated in
turquoise ground glaze with
slender neck issuing from an
onion shaped body, 9''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 82
A set of five Japanese carved
ivory boxes, each lidded and
formed as a circle with carved
and incised decoration to depict
insects reptiles, birds and
amphibians, 3.75'' diameter.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00
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Lot: 83
A Cantonese carved ivory
circular box and cover, decorated
in relief with a trailing band of
peonies, 4'' diameter.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 84
A Japanese Meiji period carved
ivory okimono formed as a man
collecting fruit with a cockerel to
the base, signed. 
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 85
A Japanese Meiji period carved
ivory okimono, formed as a sage
in scholarly robes holding a
scroll, 7''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 86
A Japanese carved ivory
okimono formed as two figures
raised on a rockwork base the
larger figure holding an unrolled
scroll, signed, 11''
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 87
A large eighteenth century
Chinese lotus punch bowl,
enamelled in pink gilt and yellow
with overlapping lotus leaves,
15.5'' diameter.
Estimate: £1,000.00 - £1,500.00

Lot: 88
A pair of nineteenth century
German bottle vases by Helena
Wolfsohn, painted with
alternating panels of courting
couples and Deutsche Blumen
over yellow grounds, underglaze
Augustus Rex mark, 12''.
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 89
A Chamberlains Worcester
Writhen moulded jug with matt
black and gilt stylized borders
and enamelled with an armorial
to the centre incorporating a
crowned lion over a shield and
with a banner inscribed
fortitudine et prudentia, painted
script mark, 8''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 90
A nineteenth century continental
quatrefoil chocolate cup and
saucer, ground in turquoise and
with painted courting scenes,
pseudo Meissen mark.
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 91
A nineteenth century continental
quatrefoil twin handled chocolate
cup and saucer, lilac ground and
decorated with watteauesque
figures, pseudo Meissen mark.
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 92
A nineteenth century quatrefoil
cup and saucer by Helena
Wolfsohn, decorated in the
Watteau style AR mark.
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 93
A nineteenth century quatrefoil
cup and saucer by Helena
Wolfsohn, turquoise ground and
painted with watteauesque
figures.
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00
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Lot: 94
A pair of Walton style nineteenth
century Staffordshire pearlware
figures, label for the Sir James
Yoxall collection, 5''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 95
A nineteenth century continental
porcelain model of a seated pug,
decorated in coloured enamels
after the Meissen original by
Kaendler, 5.25''.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 96
An eighteenth century Meissen
tea canister, painted in puce
monochrome with fruit and
flowers and in polychrome with
insects, underglaze crossed
swords mark, 4''.
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 97
A Royal Doulton cabinet plate,
painted by C Holloway with an
underwater scene with a pair of
trout, signed, printed mark, 8.75''
diameter.
Estimate: £20.00 - £30.00

Lot: 98
A pair of nineteenth century
Staffordshire porcelain portrait
figures in the manner of Lloyd
Shelton Queen Victorian and
Prince Albert, decorated in
enamels and with shredded clay,
7.5''.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 99
A Zsolnay Pecs cylindrical candle
holder and cover decoratively
pierced, gilded and glazed in red,
green and cream, printed mark,
9.5''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 100
A late nineteenth century
continental porcelain Commedia
Dell'arte figure of Enrico Caruso
in the role of Canio.
Estimate: £30.00 - £60.00

Lot: 101
A pair of Noritake mantle vases
with twin loop handles, gilded on
cobalt blue grounds and painted
with continuing river landscapes,
printed mark, 12''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 102
Two Art Deco Carlton ware rouge
Royale dishes, decorated with
chinoiserie scenes, largest 12''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 103
Three nineteenth century
Staffordshire porcelain figures in
the manner of Lloyd Shelton.
Estimate: £30.00 - £60.00

Lot: 104
A Capodimonte twin handled
chocolate cup and cover, relief
moulded and painted with
figures, underglaze crowned N
mark, 4''.
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 105
An eighteenth century pearlware
leaf moulded pickle dish with
edged decoration in underglaze
blue, 4.5''.
Estimate: £20.00 - £30.00
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Lot: 106
A nineteenth century Sevres
coffee can with a claret marble
ground, gilt and flower head
bands and with a central
cartouche painted with musical
instruments, painted mark.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 107
A nineteenth century Samson
tankard with blue and gilt borders
and enamelled with loose flower
bouquets, 3.5''.
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 108
A Capodimonte tea bottle and
cover moulded and enamelled
with tea plants, underglazed
crowned N mark, 4.5''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 109
A Carlton ware rouge Royale twin
handled vase, decorated with
chinoiserie landscapes, printed
mark, 10''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 110
An Iznik style baluster pottery
vase painted with stylized
flowers, 9.5''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 111
A pair of Victorian Staffordshire
flatback figures of highlanders
and sheep, 7''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £60.00

Lot: 112
A Victorian Macintyre pottery
three part bachelors tea service,
powder blue ground and gilded,
impressed mark, tea pot 4.5''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 113
A Doulton Lambeth stoneware
biscuit barrel with silver plated
swing handle and cover. Sgraffito
decorated with a band of stylized
flowers glazed in green and blue,
impressed mark, 8''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £60.00

Lot: 114
Two Art Deco Goldscheider style
figures of woman raised on oval
plinths, stamped Czechoslovakia,
along with a similar figure, largest
12''. 
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 115
An oversized Carlton ware rouge
Royale baluster ginger jar and
cover with seated dog of fo finial,
gilded and enamelled with
chinoiserie scenes, printed mark,
20''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 116
Five Victorian Staffordshire
pottery figures, decorated in
coloured enamels.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 117
A Victorian aesthetic movement
tea pot cover and stand, printed
and enamelled with oriental
figures and landscapes, 7.5'' high.
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00
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Lot: 118
Six nineteenth century
Staffordshire porcelaneous
figures, five poodles and one
modelled as a Royal child riding
a goat, largest 5.25''.
Estimate: £300.00 - £400.00

Lot: 119
A late eighteenth century
creamware jug, decorated in
polychrome enamels with
flowers, bearing a sypher and
inscribed to the underside 'better
late than never' 8''
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 120
A nineteenth century German
pewter lidded pottery stein,
decorated with tulips between
stylized borders, 11''.
Estimate: £20.00 - £30.00

Lot: 121
A nineteenth century ironstone
china jug formed as a grotesque
figure and with Imari decoration,
11.5''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 122
A nineteenth century continental
porcelain bud vase with gilt metal
mounts, ground in cobalt blue,
gilded and with jewelled
decoration, 7''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 123
A 1950s Rosenthal bottle vase
decorated with stylized flowers.
Estimate: £15.00 - £30.00

Lot: 124
Three continental porcelain
cabinet cups and saucers of
quatrefoil shade, ground in cobalt
blue and with tooled gilding.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 125
A Locke & Co. Worcester
strawberry set, comprising; sugar
bowl and cream jug on silver
plated stand, blush ground and
painted with peacocks, printed
mark, 8''.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 126
A James Hadley's Worcester
biscuit barrel with silver plated
mounts, moulded decoration,
blush ground and enamelled with
apple blossom and birds, printed
mark, 6''.
Estimate: £80.00 - £140.00

Lot: 127
A Victorian pate sur pate
tablelamp with ormolu mounts,
modelled in the classical style
with twin handles, Celadon
ground and decorated with a
Grecian maiden, 20''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 128
A pair of nineteenth century
Sevres urns ornamented with gilt
metal mounts, pink ground with
tooled gilding and enamelled with
cherubs and flowers, 9''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 129
A Victorian novelty Staffordshire
tea pot, formed as a portly
gentleman with legs akimbo
decorated in coloured glazes,
7.25''.
Estimate: £20.00 - £30.00
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Lot: 130
A pair of nineteenth century
Staffordshire poodle and pup
groups, decorated with shredded
clay and raised on ovoid cobalt
blue bases, 4.5''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 131
An early nineteenth century
English porcelain coffee can,
possibly Masons ground in cobalt
blue and gilded.
Estimate: £20.00 - £30.00

Lot: 132
An oval Wemyss pin dish,
painted with a cabbage rose over
a dark ground, painted mark,
5.25''.
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 133
A Royal Doulton figure 'Paisley
Shawl' HN 1987, 9''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 134
Five nineteenth century
Staffordshire figures, modelled as
recumbent rams and decorated
with textured clay.
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 135
A Staffordshire pottery cow
creamer with sponged
decoration, 5''.
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 136
A nineteenth century Gustafsberg
parian group of a toddler and
seated hound, raised on an oval
plinth inscribed 'kan du inte tala?'
impressed mark, 10.5''.
Estimate: £80.00 - £140.00

Lot: 137
A nineteenth century continental
Meissen style ornithological
model of a brown feathered
parrot, perched on a tree stump
ornamented with applied flowers,
inscribed Thurmtalk, underglaze
blue mark, 11''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £180.00

Lot: 138
A nineteenth century Samson
baluster oil lamp, powder blue
ground and decorated in shaped
reserves with flowers and with
opaque glass globe shade,
pseudo Chinese seal mark, 20''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £180.00

Lot: 139
Seven nineteenth century
Staffordshire pottery figural spill
vases decorated with coloured
enamels and shredded clay,
largest 10.25''.
Estimate: £80.00 - £140.00

Lot: 140
A nineteenth century continental
Meissen style blanc de chine
figural ink well formed as a
seated monkey in eighteenth
century dress, 4.25''.
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 141
A nineteenth century Whieldon
style novelty pepper pot, formed
as a begging Spaniel, 4.25''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00
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Lot: 142
A Beswick figure from the David
Hands animaland series 'dusty
mole' along with another figure
'dinkum platypus' gold back
stamps.
Estimate: £80.00 - £140.00

Lot: 143
A green ground Moorcroft dish
tube lined and glazed in the
leaves and berries design,
impressed facsimile signature
and painted monogram, 8.75''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 144
A Victorian vaseline glass four
flute epergne, raised over a fluted
bowl, 22''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £180.00

Lot: 145
A Royal Worcester tablelamp of
urn shape gilded and enamelled
with roses, signed indistinct
printed black mark, base only,
11''.
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 146
A Worcester Flight Barr and Barr
platter with shaped rim having
gardrooned moulding, gilded and
enamelled with stylized flowers
impressed mark, along with an
ornate gilt brass plate stand, 23''
wide.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 147
Six Meissen Marcolini plates and
five bowls from the same service,
ozier moulded and enamelled
with deutsche blumen plates,
9.75'' diameter, underglaze
crossed swords marks.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 148
Seven nineteenth century Berlin
dishes in three sizes with swag
moulding to the borders and
enamelled in the deutsche
blumen style, underglaze sceptre
marks, largest 14'' diameter.
Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 149
A large pair of twentieth century
terracotta ewers in the Victorian
style, allegorically modelled
surmounted by Bacchus and
Neptune, one impressed Weldon,
26'' high.
Estimate: £300.00 - £400.00

Lot: 150
A large 1970s Lladro wall plaque
by Fulgencio Garcia modelled as
a seated harlequin with a lute,
21'' x 12''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 151
Four Rockingham saucers and
two tea cups with gilt and grey
borders, finely enamelled to the
centres with landscapes
incorporating buildings, folly's
and ruins, printed puce marks.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 152
A Rockingham trio and saucer
dish with salmon and gilt borders
and enamelled landscape
vignettes, printed red mark.
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 153
A Rockingham part tea and
coffee service decorated with gilt
bands, comprising five coffee
cups, four tea cups, five saucers
and two saucer dishes, printed
red marks.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00
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Lot: 154
A Chelsea Derby barrel shaped
mug with double scrolling handle
and painted in polychrome
enamels with loose bouquets and
scattered sprigs, c1770, 5.25''.
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 155
A Liverpool tea pot and cover,
relief moulded, enamelled with
flowers and a band of cabbage
leaves, 8''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 156
A Chelsea Derby Lozenge
shaped dessert dish with lobbed
rim, having cobalt blue and gilt
border and enamelled with husk
swags and a classical urn, gilt
anchor and D mark, c1765, 12.5''
wide.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 157
A Chelsea Derby coffee pot and
cover of reeded baluster form
and enamelled with loose flower
bouquets and scattered sprigs,
old collectors label c1760, 10.5''.
Estimate: £300.00 - £400.00

Lot: 158
A Liverpool William Reid tea pot
and cover of plain globular form
with pointed finial and moulded
loop handle, painted in
underglaze blue, over glaze red
enamel and gilt with a typical
oriental river landscape, c1760
exhibition label Phillips 1997,
5.75''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 159
A Chelsea soup plate decorated
after a Meissen Kakiemon
example with flowers issuing
from a rock with butterflies, red
anchor m,ark, c1755, 9'' diameter.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 160
A Worcester coffee cup with
grooved loop handle and
decorated in enamels with
mandarin figures, c1765.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 161
A Richard Champions Bristol
coffee cup with plain loop handle
and painted in green enamels
with flowers, c1775.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 162
A Richard Champions Bristol
sparrow beak cream jug,
decorated in coloured enamels
with scattered sprigs, 3.5'', c1775.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 163
A Phillip Christian Liverpool
coffee can with grooved loop
handle and decorated in coloured
enamels with flowers, c1760.
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 164
A Chelsea soup plate with flower
bouquet moulding and enamelled
with Deutsche Blumen red
anchor mark, c1755, 9.5''
diameter.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00
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Lot: 165
An associated pair of nineteenth
century Staffordshire porcelain
tulip vases, each formed as a
bud issuing from a domed base
and applied with flowers, largest
5''.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 166
A Bow plate printed and
enamelled with chinoiserie
figures in an outdoor setting
c1765, 9'' diameter.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 167
A Derby model of a recumbent
ram with a flowering bocage
behind and raised on a pad base
patch marks c1780.
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00

Lot: 168
A Derby figure formed as a
recumbent doe, raised on a
naturalistic base and with
flowering bocage incised number
3.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 169
An unusual Lowestoft tea caddy
painted in underglaze blue with a
version of the Meissen Imortelle
pattern. Examples decorated with
this pattern are normally fluted
c1775.
Estimate: £100.00 - £180.00

Lot: 169A
A Lowestoft sauceboat moulded
with flower heads and printed in
blue with scattered springs and a
small landscape vignette,c 1780,
8''.
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 170
A rare Worcester tea bowl with
reeded moulding and transfer
printed in the Caughley sprays
pattern, crescent mark, c1770.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 171
A Worcester ovoid butter tub and
cover with naturalistic branch
moulded handles and printed
with the three flowers design,
hatched crescent mark, 5.75''
wide.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 172
An early Bow coffee cup with
plain loop handle and painted in
underglaze blue with a mock
oriental landscape incorporating
a fence and trees, collectors
inventory label, c1755.
Estimate: £100.00 - £180.00

Lot: 173
A Bow fluted cream boat with
angular loop handle and painted
in underglaze blue with a
rendition of the desirable
residence pattern, workman's
mark, c1765.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 174
A Worcester barrel shaped
cream jug with double scrolling
handle, moulded with rococo
scrolls, a ribbon and flower head
and with cell borders painted in
underglaze blue, open crescent
mark, c1770.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 175
A Wilkinson pottery bizarre range
bowl by Clarice Cliff, decorated in
overglaze enamels with the
viscaria design, printed mark,
5.75'' diameter.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00
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Lot: 176
A Newport pottery octagonal
plate designed by Clarice Cliff
from the bizarre range, decorated
in overglaze enamels with the
blue Chintz pattern, printed mark,
9.5''.
Estimate: £80.00 - £140.00

Lot: 177
A Wilkinson pottery Clarice Cliff
conserve jar from the bizarre
range naturalistically formed as
an orange and decorated in
overglaze enamels with the
crocus design, printed mark.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 178
A Clarice Cliff lotus jug,
decorated in overglaze enamels
with yellow and orange trees
having black trunks and set
amidst green stylized flowers,
stamped made in England only,
12''.
Estimate: £300.00 - £400.00

Lot: 179
A pair of late nineteenth century
Vienna twin handled urns, raised
on separate square plinths,
ground in cobalt blue, gilded and
finely enamelled with named
Greek classical scenes,
underglaze blue mark and each
one inscribed 'Hercules and
Omphale' and 'Jupiter and
Calisto' 11.75''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 180
A fine pair of Royal Worcester
cabinet plates by Richard
Sebright, each with tooled gilt
borders framing still life fruit
paintings, one depicting apples,
blossom and blackberries and
the other peaches, grapes and
raspberries, signed gilt back
stamp and retailers mark for
Mappin & Webb, 10.5'' diameter.
Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00

Lot: 181
A Royal Worcester 'Hadley ware'
twin handed bottle vase painted
by Arthur Lewis, decorated with a
continuing rural landscape with a
wading stork, printed green mark
with painted monogram of James
Hadley, signed, 12''.
Estimate: £300.00 - £400.00

Lot: 182
Two twentieth century Murano
style studio glass models of
ducks naturalistically formed, one
emerald green the other ruby red
with stylized silvering and gilding,
etched signature indistinct
possibly Gobliom, largest 12.5''.
Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00

Lot: 183
An Ernst Wahliss turn Vienna
cabinet plate, painted with the
portrait of a young woman under
a cobalt blue and gilt border,
printed mark 9.75'' diameter.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 184
Three Royal Worcester blush
ground flatback ewers decorated
with flowers, 4'' along with a tusk
moulded jug decorated in a
similar idiom, 7.5'' printed marks.
Estimate: £100.00 - £180.00

Lot: 185
A Royal Worcester pin tray of
lozenge form with gilded borders
and painted to the centre with
roses, 6'' printed blue mark.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 186
A Royal Worcester pot pourei jar
and cover, painted by E.
Townsend with peaches and
cherries, signed puce mark, 4.5''.
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00
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Lot: 187
A Royal Worcester small plate,
painted by George Moseley with
apples and blackberries, signed
Moseley, printed puce mark, 6''
diameter.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 188
A Royal Worcester spirally
moulded globular bud vase,
painted by Kitty Blake with
autumnal leaves and berries,
signed, printed puce mark, 2.5''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 189
A pair of nineteenth century
Vienna octagonal cabinet plates
with claret, salmon and gilt
borders, each finely enamelled to
the centre with a lunar deity,
painted underglaze marks, 9.5''.
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 190
A large nineteenth century
Meissen model of a seated pug
dog, after the original by
J.J.Kaendler, painted in coloured
enamels and wearing a bell
collar, underglaze crossed
swords mark, 9.5''.
Estimate: £300.00 - £400.00

Lot: 191
A nineteenth century Meissen
model of a seated leopard,
decorated in coloured enamels
and raised on a simple pad base,
painted underglaze crossed
swords, 5.5''
Estimate: £300.00 - £400.00

Lot: 192
A limited edition Royal Worcester
bisque study of the racehorse
Nijinsky, modelled by Doris
Lindner, 10.75''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 193
A pair of Victorian Minton
Majolica jardinieres with twin ram
mask handles, turquoise ground
and moulded in relief with
bacchanalian putti, impressed
marks, 9.5''.
Estimate: £500.00 - £800.00

Lot: 194
A pair of Mintons Majolica spill
vases, each naturalistically
modelled as a tree ornamented
with vine work and portraying a
fox chasing a blackbird,
impressed Mintons and model
number 1748, 9''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 195
A Moorcroft squat inkwell with
hinged pewter cover, decorated
with a trailing band of
pomegranates, signed, 4.75''
diameter.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 196
A limited edition Royal Worcester
bisque study of the racehorse
Hyperion, modelled by Doris
Lindner, 10''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 197
A nineteenth century French
porcelain plaque in ebonized
frame, painted in coloured
enamels to depict a courting
scene, 5.5'' x 4''.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 198
A nineteenth century French gilt
framed portrait miniature on
porcelain, sitter named verso as
La Duchesse De Longueville
dated 1824 after the original by
Marie Victoire Jaquotot.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00
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Lot: 199
A pair of Villeroy & Boch Mettlach
wall chargers, printed and
enamelled with naturalistic wild
anemones printed marks, 17''
diameter.
Estimate: £80.00 - £140.00

Lot: 200
A Royal Worcester cabinet plate,
decorated by H.Ayrton with a
named village landscape
'Tewkesbury' printed puce mark,
10.75'' diameter.
Estimate: £100.00 - £180.00

Lot: 201
A Royal Worcester cabinet plate
with tooled gilt border and
decorated by Townsend with a
named view of Sulgrave Manor,
printed puce mark, 10.75''
diameter.
Estimate: £100.00 - £180.00

Lot: 202
A Royal Worcester cabinet plate,
decorated by C.Creese with a
named view of Welford on Avon
under a tooled gilt border, printed
puce mark, 10.75'' diameter.
Estimate: £100.00 - £180.00

Lot: 203
A Royal Worcester cabinet plate,
decorated by H.Ayrton with a
named view 'Mary Arden's
House' printed puce mark, 10.75''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £180.00

Lot: 204
A Wemyss pottery basin, painted
inside and out with continuing
landscapes with black cockerels,
painted mark, 15'' diameter.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 205
A Meissen style torchere raised
on scrolling supports with pierced
trellis work, ornamented with putti
and applied flowers, 43''
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 206
Three boxed Dinky Diecast
model cars 923 big Bedford van
'Heinz' 688 field artillery tractor
and 626 ambulance, along with
four similar boxed Corgi
examples 251 Hillman imp, 236
motor school car, 464 commer
police van and 275 Rover 2000
TC.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 207
A tray of mixed jewellery, mostly
antique including buckles, silver
bangles and military buttons etc.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 208
A George III mahogany tea
caddy of ovoid form with
marquetry inlay and banded in
satinwood, 5.5'' wide.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 209
A Georgian rococo carved
tortoise shell snuff box with
yellow metal mounts and reverse
painting on glass to the interior
portrait of Charles Prince of
Brunswick, 3,25'' wide.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 210
A Georgian Scottish horn snuff
mull with white metal thistle,
adorned hinge and carved
whistle to the tip, 4''.
Estimate: £80.00 - £140.00
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Lot: 211
A pair of Edwardian novelty silver
pin cushions, each naturalistically
modelled as a duck and with
turquoise inset eyes, assayed
Birmingham 1906.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 212
A Russian silver bowl and small
brush by Ovchinnikov, decorated
in blue ground champleve
enamels with stylized flowers,
3.252 diameter.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 213
A Georgian wine glass with
partially fluted bowl, raised on a
multi series cotton twist stem,
5.75''.
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 214
A Georgian wine glass with
partially fluted conical bowl,
raised on a multi series opaque
twist stem, 5.75''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 215
A Georgian turned horn snuff box
with piquet inlay and engraved
silver roundel decorated with a
tulip, 3.25''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 216
A late nineteenth/early twentieth
century Indian carved ivory chess
set with opposing pieces stained
red, King pieces 3.5''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 217
A nineteenth century Blue John
tazza carved and polished in the
classical style and with white
metal pedestal, 4'' diameter.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 218
An Edwardian silver pedestal
swing handled cake basket by
Walker & Hall with C scroll border
and pierced decoration, assayed
Sheffield 1909, 536 grams.
Estimate: £250.00 - £350.00

Lot: 219
A late Victorian silver pedestal
bowl with chased fluting, assayed
Sheffield 1900, 278 grams, 6.25''
diameter.
Estimate: £150.00 - £200.00

Lot: 220
A continental silver wine taster
with plain loop handle and
shaped thumb rest engraved with
Cupid and inscribed 'L'amour
Nous Unit' import marks for
Birmingham 1919, 4.25''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 221
A Chinese white metal cigarette
case, decorated with a dragon,
along with a silver cigarette case,
assayed Birmingham 1929.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 222
A George V silver four part tea
service of baluster shape with
scrolling handles and chased
with stylized mouldings
comprises; tea pot, hot water jug,
cream jug and sugar bowl,
assayed Sheffield 1928, 1890
grams.
Estimate: £800.00 - £1,000.00
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Lot: 223
A Queen Anne style silver three
branch candelabra, assayed
Birmingham 1961, 8''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 224
A George VI silver cigar box with
hinged cover and engraved
decoration, assayed Birmingham
1942, 7.25'' wide.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 225
A George V silver octagonal
column tablelamp, raised over a
stepped base, assayed Sheffield
1913, 16''.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 226
A small George V silver pedestal
trophy by Walker & Hall assayed
Sheffield 1923, 5.25'' 160 grams.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 227
An Edwardian silver pierced
trinket box with emerald glass
liner and hinged cover with mirror
and pin cushion top, assayed
Birmingham 1905.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 228
A Victorian silver chamber stick
by Hunt & Boskell with moulded
lobbed rim, leaf moulded double
scrolling handle and conical
snuffer, assayed London 1850,
6.25'' diameter, 436 grams.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 229
A nineteenth century Scottish
provincial silver small toddy ladle
with whale bone handle, assayed
Inverness, makers Ferguson &
Macbean.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 230
A George III silver tea pot of
London form with gardrooned
decoration and raised on ball
feet, assayed London 1819, 704
grams.
Estimate: £350.00 - £450.00

Lot: 231
A near pair of George V silver
bon bon dishes, each formed as
a quaich and with openwork
decoration, assayed London and
Sheffield 1910, 8.5'' wide, 226
grams.
Estimate: £200.00 - £250.00

Lot: 232
An Edwardian hand raised silver
twin handled pedestal rose bowl,
with gardrooned rim and foot and
a planished body, assayed
London 1906, 11'' wide, 1000
grams.
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 233
A pair of late Victorian silver
candlesticks, modelled in the
Queen Anne style with wreath
mouldings and fluted sconces,
mirrored in the tapering pedestals
and ovoid spreading plinths,
assayed Sheffield 1900.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 234
A late Victorian silver salver with
beaded and scalloped border and
raised on four ball and claw feet,
assayed London 1899, 12''
diameter, 900 grams.
Estimate: £350.00 - £450.00
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Lot: 235
A George V silver vegetable
tureen and cover with plain loop
handles, assayed Sheffield 1932,
11.75'' wide, 1250 grams.
Estimate: £500.00 - £600.00

Lot: 236
A George III provincial silver
tankard by John Langlands I, with
double scrolling handle and
raised on a stepped plinth,
assayed Newcastle 1784, 4.75''
300 grams.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 237
A German Art Nouveau silver
and cut glass twin handled posy
vase by Lutz & Weiss, 8.5'' wide.
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 238
A Scandinavian silver trefid
spoon with engraved inscriptions
to the reverse of the bowl,
including 1735 date.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 239
A silver cased triple ink well with
hinged cover, hallmarks rubbed
with military inscription dating to
1953, 8'' wide.
Estimate: £80.00 - £140.00

Lot: 240
A George V silver three part tea
service, raised on acanthus
adorned cabriole feet, assayed
Birmingham 1919, 898 grams.
Estimate: £350.00 - £450.00

Lot: 241
A pair of Edwardian silver
candlesticks, formed as fluted
corinthian columns, raised on
stepped bases, assayed
Sheffield 1908, 9''.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 242
A Victorian silver swing handle
pedestal cake basket with cast
beaded scrolling border and with
engraved floral decoration,
assayed London 1856, 10.5''
diameter.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 243
A George VI silver bon bon dish,
decorated with pierced scrollwork
and raised on cast scrolling feet,
assayed Sheffield 1945, 8'', 324
grams.
Estimate: £100.00 - £180.00

Lot: 244
A George III silver pedestal sugar
bowl with castellated rim and cast
mouldings, formed as masks and
husk swags, assayed London
1786, 4.25'' diameter, 232 grams.
Estimate: £100.00 - £180.00

Lot: 245
A pair of salt sellers by William
Dempster with crimped rims and
raised on scrolling feet adorned
with masks, assayed Edinburgh
1757, 3'' diameter.
Estimate: £80.00 - £140.00

Lot: 246
An Edwardian silver fiddle pattern
stuffing spoon by West & Son
London 1902, 150 grams.
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00
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Lot: 247
A George V silver cake slice by
Walker & Hall with engraved
decoration and ivory handle,
assayed Sheffield 1913.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 248
Six George III silver fiddle pattern
forks, three table and three
dessert, assayed London 1797,
along with a pair of George IV
silver sugar nips, assayed
London 1822, 440 grams.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 249
A nineteenth century continental
silver table snuff box with engine
turned engraving and chased
with trailing borders,
incorporating a hidden spring
loaded thumb catch, 3.75''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 250
A George III engraved silver
caddy spoon by George Smith,
London 1783 12 grams, along
with another George III silver
shell moulded caddy spoon by
Peter & Ann Bateman London
1800, 8 grams.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 251
A pair of George III fiddle pattern
serving spoons by Richard
Sawyer Dublin 1812, 166 grams
and a similar spoon by William
Bateman London 1815, 76 grams.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 252
A Victorian silver scent bottle with
hinged cover and of conical form
deeply chased with scrollwork
and flower heads, assayed
Birmingham 1892, 5''
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 253
A nineteenth century silver soup
ladle with shell moulded bowl and
with beaded rim to the handle
hallmarks indistinct 184, along
with an early nineteenth century
serving spoon, punch marks.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 254
A George III silver ladle, assayed
London 1819, 164 grams.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 255
A Victorian silver box with hinged
cover and engraved crest and
motto, assayed Dublin 1848 and
with makers mark for West &
Son, 2.75''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 256
A nineteenth century lacquered
brass Goliath fusee watch, by
John Glover London.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 257
Two Victorian pocket compasses,
a yellow metal cased Waltham
Hunter pocket watch and a
'Wynne's infallible exposure
meter'.
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 258
A Victorian silver pair cased
fusee pocket watch by J.Taylor of
Pontefract, assayed London
1841.
Estimate: £100.00 - £180.00
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Lot: 259
An Edwardian silver cased
pocket watch by G. Aaronson
Manchester with subsidiary
seconds and Roman numeral
markers, assayed Chester 1903.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 260
A George IV silver pair cased
fusee pocket watch by N.Preston
London with convex enamel dial
having Roman numeral markers,
assayed London 1826.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 261
A ladies Rolex 9ct gold
wristwatch with satin dial and
subsidiary seconds.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 262
A Victorian 9ct gold Albert pocket
watch chain with rotating hard
stone fob, 36 grams.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 263
A gentlemans antique 9ct gold
cased Rolex wristwatch with
engine turned engraved dial
having subsidiary seconds and
Roman numeral markers.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 264
A gentlemans gold plated
Roamer automatic Searock
wristwatch with centre seconds,
date and day window.
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 265
A gentlemans Omega automatic
chronometer constellation
wristwatch with satin dial, baton
markers and date window.
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 266
A gentlemans gold plated
Roamer Anfibiomatic wristwatch
on president bracelet with centre
seconds and date window.
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 267
A gentlemans stainless steel
Omega Seamaster wristwatch
with centre seconds and with
yellow metal baton and numeral
markers.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 268
A Victorian South African service
medal with orange free state and
cape colony bars and Indian
service medal, bars for Tirah
1897-98 and Punjab Frontier
1897-98 awarded to 3116 PTE J
Hailstone two Yorks LT INFT.
Estimate: £300.00 - £400.00

Lot: 269
A Queens own South Africa
medal and 1879 bar for 991 PTE
J. Gardener 91st foot.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 270
A World War One duo and
bronze death plaque for 19076
PTE Thomas Emerson K.O.Sco.
Bord.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00
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Lot: 271
An early twentieth century
continental small silver picture
frame with pink engine turned
enamel border, 2.25'' diameter.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 272
A nineteenth century oval ivory
portrait miniature in ebonized
frame, depicting a young girl.
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 273
A nineteenth century yellow
metal brooch, housing an oval
portrait miniature of a young girl
wearing coral necklace.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 274
An oval ivory portrait miniature of
a gent in Pinchbeck mount,
signed indistinct and dated 1845,
along with a Victorian oval ivory
portrait miniature of a young
woman.
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 275
Three early twentieth century
Pinchbeck framed ivory portrait
miniatures of children.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 276
A cased gilt bronze medal by F.
Bowcher 1908 for the Frano-
British exhibition.
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 277
A Victorian mourning pendant in
yellow metal case having enamel
borders and set with a portrait
miniature of a gentleman with
lock of hair verso, 2.25'' diameter.
Estimate: £100.00 - £180.00

Lot: 278
A 9ct gold openwork roundel
brooch set with seed pearls,
1.25'' diameter.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 279
A Victorian ladies brooch of
Starburst shape with black
enamel decoration set with rubies
and diamonds.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 280
Three small pieces of jewellery
including two ladies yellow metal
bar brooches, one set with a
moonstone carving depicting a
cherubs face under a heart
shaped frame of white stones,
along with a yellow metal heart
shaped locket pendant.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 281
A cameo brooch in 9ct gold
mount depicting a classical
maiden and putti attendants.
Estimate: £60.00 - £1,000.00

Lot: 282
An Edwardian white metal
floriform necklace set with
faceted cornflower blue and white
stones.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00
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Lot: 283
A Victorian ladies gold openwork
brooch with tasselled and hinged
apron set with turquoise and
seed pearls.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 284
A ladies 9ct gold engraved
roundel brooch set with a faceted
amethyst stone, 1.25'' diameter.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 285
A ladies Art Deco gold bar
brooch with floriform centre and
set with diamonds.
Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00

Lot: 286
A ladies Edwardian silver novelty
hat pin the head formed as a
butterfly inlaid with abalone shell,
assayed Birmingham 1909.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 287
A Victorian ladies gold pendant
on chain, decorated with engine
turned enamel and set with seed
pearls.
Estimate: £300.00 - £400.00

Lot: 288
An Edwardian sterling silver
ladies chain work purse, chased
with stylized masks and water
reeds, 6''.
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 289
An Edwardian ladies gold bar
brooch set with diamonds and
opals.
Estimate: £100.00 - £180.00

Lot: 290
An Edwardian ladies yellow metal
brooch of Starburst shape and
set with seed pearls.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 291
A pacific carved spinach jade
pendant with gold chain, possibly
New Zealand origin, 3''
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 292
A ladies Victorian yellow metal
ring testing as 18ct gold and set
with three old round gilt
diamonds, size N.
Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00

Lot: 293
A Victorian gold ring with opals
and a diamond within a black
enamel frame over a lozenge
shaped setting.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 294
A nineteenth century silver seal
ring with deeply chased matrix
depicting a crest.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00
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Lot: 295
A nineteenth century ladies
carved shell coin purse and a
dance card mounted in mother of
pearl and silver.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 296
A nineteenth century continental
porcelain etui formed as a baby
in swaddling clothes and
decorated in coloured enamels,
4.5''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 297
A Victorian mother of pearl and
abalone shell parquetry inlaid
card case, along with a Victorian
tortoise shell trinket box of
sarcophagus form.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 298
A Victorian silver gilt and enamel
scent bottle of double gourd
shape decorated with stylized
flowers, inscribed Hancock inside
the lid, 2.5''.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 299
An early nineteenth century
tortoise shell scent bottle case,
decorated with pewter inlay and
with cut glass scent bottle, 2''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 300
A nineteenth century desk seal
with carved Dieppe ivory handle
formed to depict a lioness
stalking a deer the seal matrix
with a stylized horses head over
initials T L, 5''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 301
A nineteenth century white metal
babies rattle, incorporating a
whistle, attached bells and a
coral teething bar, decorated with
neo classical style engraving, 6''.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 302
An eastern cylindrical white metal
jar and cover with gold inlay,
depicting stylized flower heads,
6.25''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 303
A Japanese carved ivory
netsuke, modelled as a young
boy recumbent on an oversized
sack.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 304
A Japanese porcelain netsuke
formed as a recumbent dog, 2''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 305
A small Japanese Meiji period
carved ivory figure of a seated
man with mother of pearl detail,
2''.
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 306
A nineteenth century continental
carved ivory patch box and
toothpick holder, carved with a
typical watteauesque scene and
with fitted compartmentalised
interior and mirror, 2.5''.
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00
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Lot: 307
A Victorian cut agate desk seal
with yellow metal head and
carved seal matrix showing a
crest of a shield bearing a plain
cross surmounted by a Griffin,
2.5''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £180.00

Lot: 308
A silver charm formed as a
panda and with enamelled
decoration.
Estimate: £30.00 - £60.00

Lot: 309
A pair of Edwardian novelty cast
silver salt and pepper shakers by
Hamilton and Inches, formed as
a pair of dice each with
enamelled spots and silver gilt
interiors, assayed Edinburgh
1907, 88 grams.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 310
A Chinese carved amber
openwork pendant formed as a
pair of phoenix.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 311
A continental enamelled gilt
metal pill box and a cut glass
scent bottle formed as a scallop
shell.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 312
A twentieth century silvered and
gilded bronze figure of a French
cavalry soldier, raised on a
stepped oval onyx plinth, 10.5''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 313
A pair of Victorian cased silver
plated and ivory fish servers with
engraved and openwork
decoration.
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 314
A nineteenth century watercolour
portrait miniature of a boy in
ebonized frame.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 315
A nineteenth century oval ivory
portrait miniature of a gentleman.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 316
A nineteenth century portrait
miniature of a gentleman in
ebonized frame.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 317
A Victorian taxidermy
paperweight formed from a
ponies hoof and with silver plated
mounts, inscribed Twodget died
1885.
Estimate: £30.00 - £60.00

Lot: 318
A pair of Bohemian cut and flash
ruby glass carafes with faceted
stoppers, 16'' 
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00
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Lot: 319
A Chinese carved spinach jade
model of a prancing horse in tang
dynasty styling.
Estimate: £80.00 - £140.00

Lot: 320
An antique bronze model of a
winged cherub after a Roman
original.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 321
A Chinese carved jade model of
a duck.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 322
A small Japanese Meiji period
cloisonne bottle vase, decorated
with cranes, 3.5''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 323
A Japanese Meiji period bronze
vase of conical form and with
overlay decoration character
mark, 11''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £180.00

Lot: 324
A mid twentieth century patinated
bronze figure of a young kneeling
woman releasing a bird, 13.5''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 325
The illustrated book of pigeons
by Robert Fulton, leather bound
and with fifty colour plates from
paintings by J.W.Ludlow.
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 326
A nineteenth century watercolour
portrait miniature of a woman in
ebonized frame.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 327
A small Japanese cloisonne koro
and cover, decorated with a bird
and a butterfly over a ground of
stylized flowers, 3''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £60.00

Lot: 328
A Japanese cloisonne high
shouldered small bud vase,
decorated on a black ground with
birds and foliage, 5''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 329
A glass claret jug with silver
plated top in the manner of Dr
Christopher Dresser, 7.5''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 330
An early twentieth century etched
glass biscuit barrel with silver
plated stand, swing handle and
cover adorned with a carved
ivory knop, 8''.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00
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Lot: 331
A Victorian brass based oil lamp
with cut glass font and etched
glass shade, 25'' high.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 332
An African carved Gurunsi staff
formed as an animal 19''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 333
A twentieth century silvered and
gilded bronze figure, modelled as
a Russian Cossack soldier on
horseback and raised on a
stepped onyx plinth, 9''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £180.00

Lot: 334
A Victorian glass bell with
opaque striped decoration and
coloured twist handle, 8.5''.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 335
A pair of Romanesque bronze
pedestal oil lamps, raised on
marble plinths with lizard finials
and each surmounted with a
mythical winged beast formed as
a handle, 8.5''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 336
A nineteenth century eastern
mirror with silver and enamel
work frame, chased with figures
and scrollwork, 12.5'' high.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 337
An Art Deco painted Spelter
figure on marble plinth, formed as
a girl dancing with a tambourine
an accompanied by a prancing
goat, signed indistinct, 17'' wide.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 338
A large Victorian light oak desk
stand with silver plated mounts,
17'' wide.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 339
A nineteenth century ivory
portrait miniature of a gent in
ebonized frame.
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 340
A nineteenth century ivory
portrait miniature of a woman in
ebonized frame.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 341
An early twentieth century Indian
silk parasol, painted in
watercolours with figures and
with carved white metal handle.
Estimate: £100.00 - £180.00

Lot: 342
An Austrian cold painted bronze
and onyx pen stand formed as a
fox, 5.5''.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00
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Lot: 343
A Copeland art union terracotta
holy water stoup, signed L.A
Malempre after Raphael
impressed marks, 9''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 344
An African carved Lobi staff
formed as a figure riding an
elephant, 21''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 345
A Dutch Leerdam glass works
vase of tapering cylindrical form
with cut decoration depicting
signs from the Zodiac acid
etched mark, 8.25''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £200.00

Lot: 346
A Dutch Leerdam glass works
vase of tapering cylindrical form
and with cut decoration, acid
etched mark, 8.75''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £180.00

Lot: 347
A Victorian brass based column
oil lamp with cut glass font and
etched glass shade, 27'' high.
Estimate: £50.00 - £100.00

Lot: 348
A Russian silver casket
surmounted with figures of
musicians and with later enamel
decoration, depicting Israeli
devices, hallmarks, 4''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 349
A pair of brass and mother of
pearl opera glasses with folding
handle.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 350
A nineteenth century silhouette
portrait miniature of a gentleman
with gilt highlights and in
ebonized frame.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 351
A nest of three nineteenth
century graduated silver plated
salvers with beaded borders and
raised on cast scrolling feet,
largest 12'' diameter.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 352
A Victorian carved and polished
slate obelisk, mounted with a
thermometer on an ivory dial and
inlaid with specimen marbles and
Petra Dura lilly, 14.5''.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 353
A cut crystal tablelamp base
formed as a corinthian column,
raised on a stepped plinth, 21''.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 354
A nineteenth century Bohemian
glass pedestal vase, gilded with
scrolling leaves and enamelled
over milchglas panels with
flowers, 13''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00
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Lot: 355
An antique eastern Iznik style
baluster earthenware vase,
decorated in blue and green
glazes with a continuing
landscape incorporating buildings
and fishermen, 8.25''.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 356
A carved horn stirrup cup,
decorated with an impala to the
underside and a miniature
European carved treen model of
a bread bin.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 357
A pair of German silver handled
aspic servers, 800 stamp.
Estimate: £15.00 - £30.00

Lot: 358
A pair of nineteenth century cut
glass decanters on associated
mahogany serving tray, 9''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 359
An eighteenth century glazed
slipware figural tulip vase
probably Dutch, ornamented with
two kneeling figures flanking a
central crown finial, 15''
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 360
Two African tribal hardwood
carvings, largest 15''.
Estimate: £50.00 - £100.00

Lot: 361
A pair of Chinese figural bronze
candle prickets formed as Liu
Hao and his toad, 9''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 362
An eighteenth century eastern
turned hardwood bowl, adorned
with bronze mounts, 5.5''
diameter.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 363
A nineteenth century continental
white and yellow metal jewel
casket, decorated with embossed
hunting scenes, 3.5'' wide.
Estimate: £60.00 - £80.00

Lot: 364
A small gilt framed ivory portrait
miniature of a Hindu Princess.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 365
An African carved hardwood
Baule mouse oracle box and
cover, surmounted by a
crouching figure and with incised
line decoration, 10.25''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 366
A Benson style Art Nouveau
brass tablelamp with vaseline
glass shade, 16.5''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00
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Lot: 367
A silver plated centrepiece with
cut glass liner of Lozenge form
with open scrollwork twin lion
mask handles and raised on ball
feet, 16''.
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 368
A Regency satinwood wall
mounting letter rack with penwork
decoration, 10''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 369
An early nineteenth century
continental percussion cap pistol
with carved walnut grip
inscriptions to lock plates
indistinct, 5.5''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 370
A nineteenth century eastern
metal dish with Niello decoration,
7'' diameter.
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 371
A Chinese enamel tea pot of
compressed form, yellow ground
and decorated with fruit and
flowers in reserves, four
character Kangxi mark.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 372
Three Indian small silver dishes
each set with a silver coin to the
centre, largest 42'' diameter.
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 373
A pair of Regency lacquered
papier mache wine coasters with
gilt decoration, 5'' diameter.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 374
A cased set of six Edwardian
silver tea spoons and sugar nips,
assayed Birmingham 1903.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 375
A pair of late nineteenth century
French patinated spelter figures,
modelled as Turkish water
carriers, signed indistinct, 12.5''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £180.00

Lot: 376
A large pair of Japanese Meiji
period cloisonne high shouldered
mantle vases, dark blue ground
and decorated with
chrysanthemums, lilies and
peonies, 18.5''.
Estimate: £300.00 - £400.00

Lot: 377
An Art Deco octagonal amethyst
glass vase, gilded and enamelled
with a band of pansies, 8.25''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 378
A pair of carved hardwood busts
possibly Burmese, male wearing
headdress and companion,
largest 12.5''.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00
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Lot: 379
An African colonial carved ebony
writing box adorned with elephant
shaped finials, 12''.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 380
A nineteenth century gun metal
centrepiece with gilt metal and
bronze mounts, adorned with four
cherubs allegorical of the arts,
9.75'' wide.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 381
A nineteenth century bronze
model of a horse pulling a cart,
raised on a slate plinth, 8''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 382
A nineteenth century Russian
lacquered papier mache box with
hinged cover, painted with a
winter scene, 4'' wide.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 383
Five hardwood Maori spatular's,
largest 14''.
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00

Lot: 384
An early twentieth century
patinated bronze figure group of
four Dutch children and raised
over a carved alabaster base,
10''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 385
A pair of Japanese Meiji period
cloisonne dishes, pale blue
ground and decorated with
chrysanthemums, 9.52 diameter.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 386
A pair of nineteenth century gilt
bronze figural six branch
candelabras, formed as classical
maidens and raised on slate
plinths, 23''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 387
A pair of nineteenth century
French patinated bronze figures,
each formed as a Grecian man 
wearing a loin cloth and raised on
a marble plinth, impresses
numbers verso 2702, 22''.
Estimate: £1,000.00 - £1,800.00

Lot: 388
An eighteenth century Chinese
carved lacquered wood and
bronze large table mirror. The
base formed as a recumbent
water buffalo and raised on a
hardwood plinth, 30''.
Estimate: £600.00 - £1,000.00

Lot: 389
A Victorian coromandel fitted
games compendium containing
carved chess and draughts
pieces, cribbage board, cards,
dominoes, gaming counters and
turned treen dice beakers.
Estimate: £500.00 - £800.00

Lot: 390
An antique bronze and carved
hardwood working scale model of
a cannon, 15''.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00
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Lot: 391
A Victorian Scottish pipers dirk in
scabbard holding two subsidiary
utensils, each with hardwood grip
carved with Celtic scrollwork and
each adorned with a faceted
citrine and with silver mounts,
assayed Edinburgh 1893.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 392
A nineteenth century Cantonese
carved ivory cylindrical hat pin
case and cover, decorated in
relief with birds and dragons over
stylized floral grounds, 6.25''.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 393
A nineteenth century continental
carved alabaster portrait bust of a
young girl wearing a bonnet,
raised on a tapering square
green marble plinth, 14''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 394
A pair of Edwardian parlour oil
lamps with cut glass reservoirs
etched with cartouches
containing birds and raised on
cut glass pedestals over
octagonal plinths, 10''.
Estimate: £80.00 - £120.00

Lot: 395
A nineteenth century leather
mounted jewel casket of
sarcophagus form, tooled, gilded
and raised on gilt metal bracket
feet, 10'' wide.
Estimate: £100.00 - £180.00

Lot: 396
An Austrian Art Nouveau silver
plated rose bowl by Berndorf of
rectangular form having
openwork stylized floral
decoration and with emerald
green glass liner, raised on ball
feet, punch mark art Krupp
Berndorf, 7.5''.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 397
A gentlemans cased
meerschaum pipe and two
novelty carved wooden pipes
with silver collars.
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 398
A Japanese carved and painted
wooden Noh theatre mask,
formed as a screaming girl, 12''. 
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 399
A Venetian vaseline glass
pedestal ewer ornamented with
dolphin to the base, 9.5''.
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 400
A nineteenth century Bohemian
frosted sapphire glass lustre,
gilded and with cut glass
droplets, 13''.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 401
An Art Deco painted plaster cast
figure of a naked young woman,
14''.
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 401A
An early twentieth century small
bronze figure of a Greek god,
raised on a wooden plinth, 9''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00
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Lot: 402
A Japanese Meiji period bronze
model of a rooster in naturalistic
form, 17''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £400.00

Lot: 403
A 1920s Art Deco Daum glass
vase, hand painted in the Leyne
workshop with birds on a textured
olive green ground, signed.
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 404
A box of over forty enamelled
bowling club badges.
Estimate: £15.00 - £30.00

Lot: 405
A nineteenth century silhouette
miniature of a woman, indistinct
inked inscription verso.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 406
A commemorative silver mounted
tusk inscribed Khartoum 1903,
assayed Birmingham 1903, 14.5''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 407
A Japanese Meiji period
cloisonne blue ground dish,
decorated with a bird of prey and
three cranes, 14'' diameter.
Estimate: £100.00 - £180.00

Lot: 408
A WMF silver plated twin handled
rose bowl with cut glass navette
form liner and raised on paw feet,
11'' wide.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 409
Kevin Charles (pro) Hart (1928-
2006) copy of The New
Testament, painted cover and
signed.
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 410
An Elkington & Co. silver plated
figural centrepiece on mirrored
base, formed as a German
huntsman under the shade of a
pine tree, 25'' high.
Estimate: £300.00 - £400.00

Lot: 411
A nineteenth century naval
officers short sword in leather
scabbard with a shagreen grip,
lion mask pommel and etched
blade, blade length 18''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 412
A Daum Art Deco cut glass
tablelamp base of globular form,
10'' diameter.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 413
A silver card tray with scalloped
border, assayed Birmingham
1962, 8'' diameter, 350 grams.
Estimate: £150.00 - £200.00
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Lot: 414
An antique eastern steel powder
flask, ornamented with gold inlay
possibly Turkish, 5.25''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 415
A small oval eighteenth century
pewter framed mirror inked label
verso 'From Athrey Castle'
Abercrombie, 5.25''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 416
An early twentieth century framed
ivory portrait miniature of a
woman.
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00

Lot: 417
A nineteenth century bronze
inkwell with twin loop handles
engraved decoration and enamel
inlay, 6.25'' diameter.
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 418
A vaseline glass oil lamp shade
of slender form 9.75''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 419
A Japanese Meiji period
patinated bronze figural bell
formed as a man holding a large
branch, 16''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 420
An early twentieth century
Chinese lacquered table casket
with white metal mounts and
raised on a shaped plinth, 14''.
Estimate: £80.00 - £140.00

Lot: 421
A George V desk stand with
silver mounted cut glass
accoutrements, raised on an
ebonized carved moulded plinth,
assayed Birmingham 1915, 12.5''
wide.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 422
A silver three part cruet set
modelled in the trench art style,
each component is of cylindrical
shell form and the mustard pot
having Bristol blue glass liner,
assayed Birmingham 1991, 4.5'',
376 grams.
Estimate: £100.00 - £180.00

Lot: 423
A Scrimshaw work swordfish bill,
incised with stylized patterns and
figures, possibly inuit, 35''.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 424
A pair of turned hardwood clubs
with white metal collars inscribed
N.Booth May 1922, 19''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 424A
A twentieth century Scottish
pipers dirk in scabbard with white
metal mounts, blade length 11''.
Estimate: £50.00 - £80.00
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Lot: 425
A pair of arts and crafts silver
plate candlesticks of stylized
torch form, 9''.
Estimate: £15.00 - £30.00

Lot: 426
A pair of Edward VII silver table
top cigar lighters by Garrard &
Co. Ltd each of globular form and
raised on a separate dish stand
with shaped borders, assayed
London 1936, 8'' diameter, 1060
grams.
Estimate: £400.00 - £600.00

Lot: 427
A Japanese carved ivory
okimono formed as a man and
three small demons, 12''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 428
A Japanese carved ivory
okimono formed as a man
holding a large scroll and along
with a dragon and two children,
12''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 429
A large Japanese carved ivory
okimono, formed as a man and
group of four children, raised on
a rockwork base and with incised
decoration, 16''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 430
A large Japanese carved ivory
okimono, formed as a cormorant
fisherman and his children, 16''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 431
A nineteenth century Anglo
Indian carved hardwood fitted
travelling vanity box, 15.5''.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 432
An eastern headdress with
embroidered decoration and
white metal mounts in the form of
a bird finial, chased freeze and
tassels.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 433
An early twentieth century
Austrian cold painted metal
tobacco box with hinged cover,
surmounted by a Turk seated
upon a carpet and smoking a
pipe, 5.25''.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 434
A Japanese Meiji period carved
hardwood model of a goldfish
with inset glass eyes, 7.5''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 435
An eastern dagger in hardwood
scabbard with brass wire work
mounts, blade length, 11.5''.
Estimate: £20.00 - £30.00

Lot: 436
A pair of Chinese bronze models
of Koi Carp, 7.25''.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00
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Lot: 437
An early nineteenth century
cased ladies travelling face
screen the assembling base
formed in bronze and brass, 18''
assembled.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 438
An early twentieth century
Japanese pewter tureen and
cover surmounted with a
naturalistic study of a duck with
inset glass eyes character marks,
11''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 439
A nineteenth century hand inked
Latin document on vellum with
oversized wax seal in tin, along
with design and patent for
Gormans gas furnace.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 440
An Islamic dagger with turned
hardwood grip and decorative
silver overlaid blade, blade length
8.5''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 441
A Chinese Ming Dynasty bronze
bowl of plain form and with folded
rim, 6.25'' diameter.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 442
An Italian Art Deco brass hot
water pot with Bakelite handle.
Estimate: £20.00 - £30.00

Lot: 443
A George V ivory tusk with silver
gimble mount by Asprey & Co.
assayed London 1935, 13''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 444
A small Japanese Meiji period
bronze censor with gold and
silver inlay depicting birds and
stylized flowers, 3.25''.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 445
A small Japanese carved ivory
figure of a man collecting fruit
accompanied by a monkey and a
child, along with a small ivory
figure of a Buddha, largest 5''.
Estimate: £40.00 - £80.00

Lot: 446
Three silvered and gilded bronze
figures, raised on onyx plinths
and each depicting military
costume through the ages, 11''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 447
Three nineteenth century stipple
engraved portrait miniatures,
depicting gentleman and in
ebonized frames.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 448
Two framed sets of nineteenth
century French gilt metal cameo
figures, 17''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00
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Lot: 449
An early twentieth century
Japanese Samurai sword in
lacquered scabbard and with
bronze mounts, blade length 27''.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 450
A pair of gilt bronze candlesticks
formed as fluted columns and
each raised on three paw feet,
11''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 451
A nineteenth century French
ladies fan with mother of pearl
blades, painted in watercolour
with figures in an outdoor setting,
along with a similar example.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 451A
A Japanese ladies embroidered
silk fan with ivory blades and in
fitted case.
Estimate: £150.00 - £250.00

Lot: 452
A nineteenth century carved ivory
slide ruler with white metal
mounts by James Ward of
Belfast, 9.5'', along with a folding
ruler.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 453
A nineteenth century cased
meerschaum pipe, surmounted
by a Grecian maiden and a
hound.
Estimate: £30.00 - £50.00

Lot: 454
A small Chinese blue ground
cloisonne tea pot and cover with
peony bud finial and decorated
with butterflies.
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 455
A small pair of Chinese cloisonne
vases.
Estimate: £20.00 - £40.00

Lot: 456
A Japanese Meiji period
hexagonal baluster bronze vase
with overlay decoration, depicting
birds and flowers, 8''.
Estimate: £100.00 - £150.00

Lot: 457
A nineteenth century stipple
engraving in ebonized frame,
miniature oval portrait of a young
boy.
Estimate: £30.00 - £40.00

Lot: 458
A pair of silver plated chocolate
pots, designed by Christopher
Dresser, textured and with
carved hardwood handles, Hukin
& Heath No 7435, 5.5''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 459
A collection of six African carved
hardwood Dan masks, including
examples painted with pigments,
largest 20''
Estimate: £300.00 - £500.00
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Lot: 460
Two Victorian copper coal
scuttles with turned hardwood
grips, one with a shovel, along
with a copper jardiniere.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 461
A octagonal steel coal scuttle
with swing handle and pierced
decoration, 21''.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00

Lot: 462
A bronze ships bell inscribed
'Craigmore' 1966, 13''.
Estimate: £40.00 - £60.00

Lot: 463
Approximately forty five rock, pop
and folk L.Ps, Beatles, Hollies
and Roy Orbison. Approximately
forty rock and pop E.Ps Buddy,
Holly and Elvis Presley etc and
approximately sixty rock and pop
singles including Beatles, Rolling
Stones, Buddy Holly and Eddie
Cochran etc.
Estimate: £200.00 - £300.00

Lot: 464
Approximately thirty jazz L.P
records including Verve, Apple,
C.B.S and Vanguard labels and
eighteen jazz E.Ps including
Krupa Brubeck and Shaw etc.
Estimate: £60.00 - £100.00
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